Aloha mai kakou.
On behalf of the members of Kōmike Hoʻokele, mahalo nui loa for all your efforts in providing your
manaʻo to improve the Constitution and By-Laws of the Association. Given the challenge to conduct an
alternative way of presenting your work to the membership and engage them in meaningful discussions
was one we willingly accepted. Conducting the Workshop Series, both in-person and virtual, allowed the
kōmike to compile the participants’ comments, questions and general concensus for proposed
amendments.
As we prepare the final report on the Workshop Series, we found it helpful to collate the amendments
into categories that seemed to develop while conducting the workshops. You will find these in the
attached document. It is our hope that as authors of the amendments, you may want to engage in
further collaboration with each other. For now, we offer the following groupings:
•
•
•
•

Referral to Hui for language review [Category I]
Collaboration opportunities among authors with alternative versions of like sections [Category
IV]
Proposals that may need more work and therefore deferred to a time certain [Category VI]
Potential withdrawal for another time or deletion completely [Category VII]

Two categories are areas that relate specifically to work that Kōmike Hoʻokele will be responsible for
organizing and compiling following the 63rd convening of the House of Delegates:
•
•

Non-substantive corrections for grammar and organization of documents [Category II]
Identified sections that are better addressed in policy and procedural manuals [Category III]

The final set of categories are informational with data that supports concensus provided in polls taken
that may help you as authors to prepare for discussions at P&P meetings at the 63rd convening of the
House of Delegates:
•
•
•

Conflicting results of in-person and virtual consensus polls [Category V]
Consensus poll: likely to support [Category VIII]
Consensus poll: not likely to support {Category IX]

After you have a chance to review these documents and perhaps collaborate with other authors, we
would like to schedule a ZOOM meeting to discuss further and get your feedback as we finalize plans for
presentation and processing in committee.
Mahalo,
Edie Kawai
Policy & Planning Committee

